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About This Game

Wand Wars VR is an innovative roguelike magic action adventure VR game with easy style by Unreal Engine 4, single mode has
8-10 hours play time to experience the whole world.

In Magic Age, you just become a wizard rookie of the Magic Academy, the academy is attacked by mysterious demons.
Although the enchantment can protect the academy for now, it can't last long. The best way to defend is to attack! Find the

enemy's lair and crash them!

FEATURES

Roguelike

Random maps, random battles, random items, this game has a great replayability

Rich Content

8-10 hours play time, 5 bosses, 3 levels, dozens of skills, almost 100 equipments

Easy Style

We are not serious, we are not painful, we tease everything, including ourselves
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Innovation

Drawing recognition, full body IK, and the finishing moves!
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Title: Wand Wars VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Colossus Interactive
Publisher:
Colossus Interactive
Release Date: 8 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 16 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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wand wars rise vr. wand wars vr

This was an amazing game. Very story rich, educational, and heartwarming. Cannot recommend this enough.
EDIT: I nominated it for a steam award for the upcoming award thing.. Zoom Player is nice and very good player for using
zipped files and folders If you want to play or view your files without you unzipped them. I like to zip my files in order to easily
organize and backup and also save some free space on hard drive.
You can get it with discount sale price if you like purchasing new things on your Steam profile. And also I like easy setup and
easy installing process of Steam. I also want to see free lifetime upgrades, editions, new functions, abilities and more.. Reminds
me quite bit of Ubermosh (look it up give it a try). Not as exciting as an arcade game as Ubermosh; however gives me close to
the same thrill. 8/10

4 for gameplay
4 for style

(The gameplay is a bit slow paced compared to what other games this game is inspired from so it loses 2 points for not giving
the option to increase the tempo that incentivizes your full attention and reflexes at each given moment outside of the slow
warm up you are given before the first lvl 0 boss.). Good game as always, alot of bugs fixed and some changes in the game too.
Very good job!. NO. fvkin controls are inverted then change on u when u change direction back to normal, fvkin annoying, fvuk
u this is♥♥♥♥♥. its really great but dear god make the third boss not so hard...its really too much it alsmots makes me not want
to play after 2 hours of hitting the same boos and dying 446 times
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i buy it for nostalgia,but wtf u cant play zombie offline!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! WTF. Just check the Twitter and
Github page of the Dev.
This Game is OpenSource since a while,
and is NOT getting any updates on Steam what so ever.. Quite cool Heroine that knows how to handle a sword and the men.
Was lots of fun and I'm totally not done with all the routes yet, taking my time, enjoying the characters, the story and the lore.

But for the love of god, give Sachs a route. I need to date him like right now.. Islanders is a charming and relaxing puzzle
strategy game, wrapped in the guise of a city builder.

Islands are randomly generated and you're given options for which building packs to choose. You have to try and think ahead to
what space you have and what buildings will compliment each other, and then fit them into the terrain in a way which
maximises your points. Some will be complimentary to each other, whilst others detrimental, and slowly you build up your
settlement into something that hopefully looks pretty and has a high enough score to continue. You need to meet progression
levels to continue on to a bigger island and if you run out of buildings before you get there, it's game over. Your highest score is
pitted against other steam players to calculate your global rank, giving you something to strive for if you're so inclined.

Islanders is the perfect example of a simple game done well. Completely minimalistic in design, it nonetheless offers a
completely satisfying level of strategy and gameplay. Most of all it just feels very calming to play it, serene and soothing -
something I definitely need right now. My friends may be grateful for a concise review for once, to match the game.

My new gaming zen!

\ud83d\udc96 If you find the reviews of an old Welsh lady interesting, please follow My Curator Page. \ud83d\udc96. Honestly,
I am very impressed with this game. It's a sort of Unturned meets DayZ, but with in-game server hosting. I am throughly
impressed with how refined this game is, the map is a good size, maybe a little small, i would like to see more diverse biomes.
The zombies themselves are difficult to fight, (I freaking hate stalkers) and it's so rewarding to shotgun 10 or so of the freaks
down. A diverse amount of weapons, the bow being one of the best- for some reason. Ammo is a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 to find, so you can make ammo. My only complaints are the bleeding mechanic, in that the
only way to stop bleeding is with a bandage and you can't make bandages, except to farm people who just spawned. Travel is
difficult, the only way to do so is to sprint- of which you have an unlimited amount of- but can still make traveling caravans
have trouble trading. Vehicles would change this, and I'm not asking for tanks or APC's, something small, like a bicycle, quad,
motorbike, maybe a golf cart at the most, but I don't want big cars driving around, running me over. Loot respawn, OH MY
GOD I've starved to death so many times after me and my friends have looted everything, deer are hard to find, and farms aren't
self sustaining- in that you plant the seeds, get one carrot or tomato but no seeds and no way to turn vegetables into seeds. Boats
or rafts would be awesome. Maybe a partner system that would make it easier to find each other and maybe disable friendly fire
on these partners. Otherwise the game is great, maybe a little bit overpriced, but fun nonetheless. I realize the game is early
access, and not finished, I'm really looking forward to up-coming updates\/patches, so I can continue to turn more Austrailians
into my personal slaves

(Edit) Better farming- crafting 2 seeds from one vegetable\/culinary vegetable (tomato is a berry) thanks devs for the update
BTW. \\the devellopers have left that game. The tutoria doesnt start as the button isnt working. dont buy it its a trap. 100%
Orange Juice with Bullet Hellz! Seriously what's not to like? Replay mode to check out where you triumphed and where you
died, a wierd story about pudding, tough bosses and bizarre things to shoot, really infectious music, a conquest/story mode
where you can save as you progress and an arcade mode plus more than a few difficulty levels....A really well done and
extremely fun shmup. Well worth the money. 10/10 for a great experience.. If you like food and cute girls this is a VN for you.
Nice amount of choices and couple different endings. Never had a game that made me crave food from home so much. I had to
actually make Dango the other night thanks to this game I craved it so much from this VN.. I've had the pleasure of playing this
game local multiplayer at various expos and conventions quite a bit. Armed & Gelatinous is a unique indie gem that should be a
staple in any local-multiplayer game fan's library. The risk\/reward of growing large with guns and becoming a slower, bigger
target leads to a lot of excitement during heated 4 player matches. Strategizing where to put your weapons, playing chicken with
dash attacks, paying attention to the timing of your guns and using the debris around you to your advantage makes for a very
engaging experience. There are loads of ways to configure matches, different game modes, etc. as well that should keep you and
your friends busy, and your couch full.. too short of a story but visually stunning

Major Update:
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We just release a major update, fix some bugs and change the default language to English, please enjoy it.. Wand Wars VR
Now Available!:
Wand Wars VR Early Access now available!

Greetings everyone! After 18 months hard work, our new VR game is finally ready for you to play!

Hope you can enjoy the game, your feedbacks are valuable for us to improve it from Early Access to full version!
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